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Electronic excitation energies and wavefunctions are calculated for RuðbpyÞ3þ 2 (bpy ¼ 2,20 -bipyridine) and
its two derivatives, where one or two bpy ligands are functionalized with carboxyl and methyl groups. We
show that the structure of these molecules allows one to express their excitations in terms of
wavefunctions localized on individual ligands via the Frenkel exciton model. The model is based on three
parameters – effective single-ligand excitation energy, inter-ligand interaction coupling, and energy shift
brought by the ligand functionalization – that are extracted from time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT). This simple model is able to accurately explain the optical intensity, localization
properties, and splitting patterns of the low-energy excited states not only in molecules with a high
degree of symmetry, but also in non-symmetrically functionalized Ru(II) complexes in vacuum and in
solvent. Such reduced description of the excited states provides better understanding and interpretation of
experimental data on Ru–polypyridine complexes, and allows for description of excited-state structure in
a large ensemble of interacting molecules and treatment of possible charge and energy transfer
phenomena in the material.
& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The family of the [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ (bpy ¼ 2,20 -bipyridine) complex has been a long-standing area of research ever since the
discovery that [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ can act as a photosensitizer [1]. Since
then, various other applications for the complexes have developed [2], including molecular electronics [3], artiﬁcial photosynthesis [4], photo-detectors and sensors [5], photochemical
and photovoltaic cells [6–10], and molecular catalysts [11–13].
A characteristic feature of these compounds is the formation of
metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) states: upon photo-excitation, the electron density redistributes from the central Ru
donor to the three bpy acceptors. The MLCT states deﬁne the
photophysical and redox properties of these complexes. When
excited, [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ becomes either an excellent electron donor
or acceptor, depending on the speciﬁc circumstances [2,14],
making it a very appealing sensitizer for solar energy conversion
applications such as photovoltaics [6] and photocatalysis [12].
Therefore, the problem of assignment of the MLCT spectra and
retrieval of detailed information about the structure and properties of the MLCT excited states has attracted a lot of attention both
from experimental and theoretical sides.
Beginning in 1980, there has been considerable progress in
analysis of the MLCT spectra of symmetric Ru-complexes [15–21]
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and analogous species [22–25] based on effective models incorporating MO and ligand-ﬁeld theories. The parameters for these
reduced Hamiltonian models such as orbital energies, exchange
integrals, and spin–orbit coupling constants have been derived
relying on symmetry considerations and a complex ﬁt to the
available spectroscopic data. These molecular orbital schemes and
DFT calculations indeed work well for symmetric molecules such
as [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ [16,20,21]. However, their application is limited
when the symmetry is broken, as is the case when one or two
ligands are changed or substituted. Meanwhile, it is well recognized that chemical reactivity and redox, optical, and electronic
properties of Ru(II) complexes can be tuned via modiﬁcations of
peripheral ligands [26]. For example, in TiO2-based photovoltaic
devices (Grätzel cells), Ru(II) polypyridine complexes are used as
sensitizers and the ligands are modiﬁed with one or more
carboxyl functionalities to enable anchoring of the complex to
the TiO2 surface [27,28]. Similar functionalization of anchoring
ligands is used in photo-electrochemical cells and catalyst agents
based on colloidal quantum dots and Ru-complexes to provide a
means for chemical and electronic coupling of the complexes to
the quantum dot surface [8–10,29,30]. Modiﬁcation of the nonanchoring ligands is also commonly used to tailor the absorption
spectra of the complexes and enhance their light harvesting
abilities [6,31]. It is thus of signiﬁcant importance to quantify
the effect of ligand functionalization on the optical properties of
various Ru(II)-complexes.
To treat such cases, it is possible to use a simple Frenkel
exciton model, which represents the excitation as a tightly bound
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electron–hole pair localized on a part of a molecular structure,
e.g., a single bpy ligand and a metal center. Compared to the
previous efforts, this reduced parameterization is simpler, can be
unambiguously extended for the case of asymmetric ligands, and
has been previously applied to many molecular materials
[32–38], thus providing a conceptually attractive common theoretical framework. Particularly, its parameters naturally emerge
from electronic structure calculations (such as accurate timedependent density functional theory, TDDFT, calculations) of
speciﬁc molecular fragments, and can be further reﬁned by using
relevant spectroscopic data.
We have recently analyzed [39] changes in electronic structure
and optical response of [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ complexes that occur when
the bpy ligands are functionalized with methyl groups and
protonated/de-protonated carboxyl groups—a typical modiﬁcation in photochemical cells. Pairing experimental excited-state
studies with TDDFT modeling, we have found that addition of the
carboxyl/methyl groups to [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ red-shifts the MLCT
absorption and emission bands due to stabilization of the lowest
unoccupied orbitals localized on the substituted ligands [39].
In the present paper, we continue to study the same compounds:
[Ru(bpy)3]2 þ , [Ru(bpy)2(mcb)]2 þ , and [Ru(bpy)(mcb)2]2 þ , where
‘‘ bpy’’ ¼ 2,20 -bipyridine and ‘‘ mcb’’ ¼ 4-carboxy-40 -methyl-2,20
-bipyridine, which are abbreviated as C1, C2, and C3, respectively
(Fig. 1). The aim of this work is to test the applicability of the Frenkel
exciton model [34,40,41] not only for the pristine C1, but more
importantly for its non-symmetric functionalized derivatives C2
and C3. Based on parameters from TDDFT calculations, this simple
model allows one to determine the predominant factors affecting
optical intensity and splitting patterns of the low-energy excited
states of Ru(II) complexes as well as quantify the interactions
between the ligands. We also demonstrate that the Frenkel model
adequately describes energetics of electronic excitations of Ru(II)
complexes in vacuum and in a solvent environment, predicting and
explaining experimentally observed trends of absorption red-shifts
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2. Frenkel exciton model
In a Frenkel, or molecular, exciton, the electron and its corresponding hole are tightly coupled and are thus localized on a part
of a molecular structure that can be thought of as a ‘‘sub-unit’’ or a
‘‘branch’’ (usually a molecule) [34,40,41]. This is different from the
Wannier exciton limit, where the electron and hole are loosely
coupled and tend to be delocalized or ‘‘diffused’’ throughout the
entire molecular structure [42]. Typical examples of Frenkel
excitons are alkalihalide crystals and organic molecular crystals
composed of aromatic molecules [41], where the orbital overlap
between molecules is small and an intermolecular interaction is of
electrostatic nature (dipole–dipole coupling being the simplest
case). In its simplest form, the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian
describes a weakly interacting ensemble of two-level systems:
X
X
H¼
Oi byi bi þ sij ðbyi bj þ bj byi Þ,
ð1Þ
i¼1

iaj

where indices i and j label ‘‘sub-units’’ (molecules), byi (bi) are
creation (annihilation) operators of an excitation on molecule i,
Oi is the excited-state transition energy of molecule i, and sij is the
electrostatic interaction, or coupling, between molecules i and j.
This model serves as a basis for more sophisticated theoretical

C2:Ru(bpy)2(mcb)+2

C1:Ru(bpy)3+2
3.35

and localization of the lowest energy excitation on the substituted
ligands. This parameterization potentially permits treatment of
electronic phenomena in large assemblies of interacting molecules,
for example, relevant to photovoltaic device architectures
[7,8,27–30]. The manuscript is organized as follows: We introduce
the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian in Section 2, discuss details of
quantum-chemical calculation in Section 3, and demonstrate an
application to three different Ru–polypyridine complexes in a gas
phase and in a solvent environment in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
summarizes our results and observed trends.
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures (top) and the ﬁrst nine excited-state energies (eV) of the studied Ru(II)-polypyridine complexes calculated by TD-B3LYP in vacuum and in
solvent. Bands I, II, and III are colored blue, red, and green, respectively. The green capped bars represent the bright excited states with oscillator strength Z 0:10. The
‘‘mcb’’ label is next to those states whose orbitals are signiﬁcantly localized on one of the bipyridine ligands functionalized with carboxyl and methyl groups (mcb-p
orbitals). The dashed lines show the red-shift that occurs in solution because of the stronger stabilization of the mcb-p orbitals, which mixes the Frenkel bands. Overall,
substitution of mcb ligands results in the red-shift of excited energies both in vacuum and in solvent. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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frameworks that have been used extensively in the past to
describe electronic structure and spectroscopic properties of many
molecular materials such as organic molecular crystals [41,43],
various J- and H-aggregates [35,44–46], biological light-harvesting
complexes [36,47–50], self-assembled systems [37,51], etc.
Notably that this approach remains robust in several cases when
neighboring ‘‘sub-units’’ share a common part of the molecular
structure such as dendrimeric [32,33,52–54] and branching structures [55–59]. In these example, while orbital overlap may not be
vanishing, still it produces interactions between ‘‘sub-units’’ being
small compared to the electrostatic Coulomb coupling. Finally, the
Frenkel exciton based modeling can be conveniently extended to
incorporate vibrational interactions [35,60] and even an effect of
charge-transfer excitonic bands [61].
In a related example to the model we use, Terenziani et al. [55]
studied several types of branched chromophores consisting of
conjugated chains and a nitrogen atom branching center and showed
that the Frenkel model can be used to connect photophysical
properties of branched chromophores to their monomeric counterparts. A very interesting conclusion of the above work is that the
Frenkel exciton model accurately describes the energetics of the
excitations in this system, although the excitons are not really
localized on the polymer branches since the nitrogen center also
contributes to the excitation. Similarly, compound C1 can be treated
as a symmetric combination of three bipyridine ligands connected
through the Ru center. For low-energy MLCT excited states, the hole
is localized on the ruthenium with a small contribution from ligands
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while the electron wavefunction is localized on the ligands [39].
Consequently, the Hamiltonian (1) for C1 in the ligand-localized basis
becomes
0

O

B
H¼@ s
s

1

s

s

O

C
s A,

s

O

ð2Þ

where Oi ¼ O since all ligands are identical and the molecule has D3
symmetry in the case of C1 (which is conﬁrmed by quantumchemical calculations). Note that Oi is not the real excitation energy
of the pristine bipyridine molecule, since the effective energy also
includes effects of the Ru donor. Due to the D3 symmetry, all interligand couplings are also the same and real-valued (sij ﬃ s). The latter
will be assumed from now on for all complexes we study.
The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2), represented as {Ei}
in Tables 1 and 2, correspond to the group of three excited-state
transition energies of the Ru complex are fOs, Os, O þ2sg. Their
order is determined by the sign of s, as shown in the two columns
left of the gray arrow in Fig. 2(a). Owing to the pseudo-octahedral
coordination ﬁeld of the bpy ligands (D3 symmetry), the lowest
excitations obtained from TDDFT can be combined into groups of
three, denoted further in the text and ﬁgures as bands I, II, III, etc.
Setting the three eigenvalues of Eq. (2) equal to the TDDFT energies
of the three excited states of each band in vacuum, we can determine
the values of O and s, presented in Table 1. Note that because the
Frenkel excitons are localized on a single ligand, the coupling term

Table 1
Excited-state energies (eV) calculated by TD-B3LYP in vacuum and parameters (eV) of the deduced effective Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian for the ﬁrst three bands of
excited states of C1, C2, and C3. Each of the three excitation energies of each band is separated by slashes. Bright excited states with oscillator strengths 4 0:1 are
highlighted in bold.
Band
I

Parameters

C1

C2

C3

E1/E2/E3

2.76/2.76/2.77
2.76

2.69/2.76/2.77
2.76
0.07
0.005

2.68/2.69/2.77
2.77
0.08
0.005

2.87/2.95/2.96
2.95
0.08
 0.005

2.86/2.88/2.94
2.94
0.07
 0.009

3.04/3.08/3.26
3.15
0.06
0.065

3.01/3.05/3.24
3.15
0.07
0.067

O

e
II

s

0.003

E4/E5/E6

2.94/2.97/2.97
2.96

O

e
III

s

 0.010

E7/E8/E9

3.09/3.09/3.28
3.15

O

e
s

0.063

Table 2
Excited-state energies (eV) calculated by TD-B3LYP in solution and parameters (eV) of the deduced effective Frenkel Hamiltonian model for the ﬁrst three re-organized
bands of excited states of C1, C2, and C3. Each of the three excitation energies of each band is separated by slashes. Bright excited states with oscillator strengths 4 0:1 are
highlighted in bold.

I

Parameters

C1

C2

C3

E1/E2/E3

2.73/2.73/2.73
2.73

2.50/2.76/2.77
2.76
0.26
0.005

2.54/2.55/2.79
2.79
0.24
0.005

2.70/2.95/3.00
2.97
0.26
 0.028

2.72/2.76/3.01
3.01
0.27
 0.019

2.88/3.07/3.24
3.14
0.23
0.070

2.86/2.98/3.21
3.19
0.26
 0.052

O

e
II

s

0

E4/E5/E6

2.91/2.93/2.93
2.92

O

e
III

s

 0.007

E7/E8/E9

3.04/3.04/3.25
3.11

O

e
s

0.070
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Fig. 2. Schematic electronic level diagrams within the Frenkel exciton model for C1 (a), C2 (b), and C3 (c). The effective energies of the lowest excited states for each
isolated ligand, O and Oe, are depicted left of the gray arrow. The excitation energies of each complex are represented in terms of the parameters O, e, and s and depicted
right of the arrow. These diagrams show the relative order of the three excitations energies (solid lines). There is only one degree of freedom in the
sign of s (since we
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
restricted eptoﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
be positive) and thus two possibilities of state ordering, s 40 (left column) and s o 0 (right column). The values gð 7 jsjÞ ¼ 12 9s2 7 2ejsj þ e2 and
sð 7 jsjÞ ¼ 12 9s2 8 2ejsjþ e2 , as obtained from the eigenvalue solution of the Frenkel Hamiltonian.We note that the placement of the solid lines with respect to the baseline
O (short dashes) and splitting lines (long dashes) is not to scale and depend on the more speciﬁc relationships between s and e.

between the ligands is necessarily much smaller than the effective
single-ligand excited energies (9s9 5 O) for all complexes. Thus, the
inter-ligand coupling should be considered as a small perturbation to
the system.
When a different ligand is substituted for one or two bipyridines (C2 and C3, respectively), the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian
adopts the form:
0
B
H¼@

Oe

s

s

Oe1

s

s

s

1

C
s A:

ð3Þ

O

For C2, e1 ¼ 0 and for C3, e1 ¼ e. The value e is the energy displacement caused by substitution of mcb for a bpy ligand and constitutes a
third parameter in our model. The Hamiltonian
in Eq. (3) has three
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
distinct eigenvalues: fOs,
O
 12 ðesÞ 7 12 9s2 þ 2se þ e2 g for C2 and
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fOðs þ eÞ, O 12 ðesÞ 7 12 9s2 2se þ e2 g for C3. In the general case,
we have two degrees of freedom in the signs of e and s. However, it is
well known that addition of an electron-withdrawing group (COOH)
to an isolated bpy ligand decreases its excited-state energy. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that the effective single-ligand energy of
the substituted mcb ligand (Oe) should be smaller than that of the
bpy ligand (O), leaving us with e 40. We now have only two possible
permutations of the eigenvalues depending on the sign of s, as
illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and (c). The sign of s can be interpreted to
determine whether there is attraction (þ) or repulsion () between
the ligands and depends on the spacial distribution of the wavefunction density on each ligand. Because the coupling s is a small
perturbation, it is reasonable to assume that inter-ligand repulsion
or attraction is only slightly perturbed by the substitution of bpy with

mcb ligands. Thus the sign of s stays the same as it does in C1 (Table
1): positive for bands I and III and negative for band II.

3. Computational details
The GAUSSIAN09 [62] quantum chemistry software package is
utilized to obtain optimal geometries and excited states in
vacuum and in solvent. We use acetonitrile (CH3CN; dielectric
constant of 35.688) as the solvent. For our data presented in
solvent, geometries of all complexes are optimized using the PCM
solvation model [63,64], as implemented in GAUSSIAN09. All TDDFT
procedures are performed similar to those described in Ref. [39],
namely using the hybrid B3LYP functional, the LANL2DZ basis set
for Ru, and the 6-31Gn basis set for the ligand atoms. This
combination of functional and basis has been one of the most
‘‘tried-and-true’’ methods for calculating properties of Ru–polypyridine complexes, reproducing absorption spectra in past studies of similar systems [39,65–67]. However, while our previous
work discusses how various solvation models can lead to different
ground state orbital energies (Fig. 3 in Ref. [39]), these differing
methods produce practically identical population densities of the
excited states (shown in Fig. 4 of this work) and thus are not a
factor in our calculations and analysis.
To illustrate the results, the Gaussian03 [68] suite is used for
calculations of natural transition orbitals (NTOs) [69] for our
complexes. NTO calculations offer the most compact representation
of the transition density between the ground and excited states in
terms of an expansion into single-particle transitions (hole and
electron states for each given excitation). Here, we refer to the
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unoccupied and occupied NTOs as ‘‘electron’’ and ‘‘hole’’ transition
orbitals, respectively. Note that NTOs are not the same as virtual and
occupied molecular orbital (MO) pairs from the ground state
calculations. TDDFT transition density matrix typically mixes several
pairs of the ground state MOs due to electronic correlation effects,
while this quantity decomposes into a single pair of NTOs (‘‘electron’’ and ‘‘hole’’ orbitals) in the most cases. All NTOs shown in this
paper were produced with an orbital isovalue of 0.02 and visualized
with the GAUSSVIEW 4.1 interface [70].

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Excited-state energies and coupling constants
The energies of the ﬁrst three excited bands, shown in Fig. 1,
and the parameters of the Frenkel model, O, e, and s, are listed in
Table 1 for all three complexes. For the symmetric complex C1 in
vacuum, the ﬁrst band consists of the lowest two transitions with
a degenerate energy of 2.76 eV and the third transition with the
slightly higher energy of 2.77 eV. Solution of the eigenvalue
problem of Eq. (2) predicts the splitting between these states to
be equal to 3s. The inter-ligand coupling is positive for the ﬁrst
band, s¼0.003 eV, as schematically represented in Fig. 2(a).
However, the relative position of the degenerate and non-degenerate states is reversed in band II, resulting in a negative coupling:
s¼  0.01 eV. The coupling becomes positive again in band III:
s¼0.063 eV. Similar splitting of the excited-state energies into
bands of three is also found for higher energy states generally
following the behavior of the ﬁrst three bands. While higher
bands do not necessarily consist of MLCT transitions, the organization into bands remains most likely due to the symmetry of the
ligands in this complex. The coupling is positive for both bands III
and IV, demonstrating that the sign of s is not necessary alternating every band. As was previously discussed [39], the splitting
between transitions and, consequently, the sign and the magnitude of the coupling s strongly correlate with redistribution of the
charge density for each optical transition (delocalization of
transition orbitals) over the bipyridine ligands in the complex.
Starting from a very small value, the coupling increases in
magnitude from band I to band III. The coupling reaches the
maximum value for band III, where there are two optically
allowed, i.e., ‘‘bright,’’ degenerate transitions (marked bold in
Table 1). Such an increase in the coupling s for optically active
band III can be attributed to strong Coulombic interactions
between transition densities delocalized on ligands (i.e., signiﬁcant dipole–dipole interaction as the ﬁrst order term being large
due to substantial transition dipole moments contributing to the
oscillator strength of the optical transition). In contrast, the
couplings are small for transitions with vanishing or very small
transition dipole moments, i.e., ‘‘dark’’ transitions [39]. The overall trend signiﬁes the conventional picture of the Frenkel exciton
model that the coupling s, although relatively weak, is predominantly electrostatic and deﬁnes the excited-state ﬁne structure.
Our calculations are comparable to results for C1 reported
earlier in Refs. [16,20,21]. In these in-depth theoretical
approaches, Hamiltonian parameters for C1 include not only
inter-ligand but also spin–orbit (SO) couplings and are parametrized based on experimental data. In contrast to our approach
relying on TDDFT simulations, these models analyze both excited
singlet and triplet states based on combinations of ground state
frontier orbitals, i.e., three occupied and three unoccupied electronic levels of C1 in its ground state. According to Daul et al. [21],
the difference between the energies associated with the ﬁrst
bright excitation and the next dark singlet transition in the
calculated absorption spectra (21.86 and 23.22 cm  1 in Table 6
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[21]) divided by three (since the splitting between these transitions is 3s) results in the inter-ligand coupling s  0:056 eV for
band III. Similarly, s  0:087 eV for the optically active band III can
be extracted from the work of Kober and Meyer [20]. Our coupling
for band III is 0.063 eV, which is comparable to the two previous
models. Moreover, the spin–orbit coupling constants (e.g.,
1200 cm  1 for Ru(bpy)3þ 2 ion [20]) can be further added to our
model as additional variables following prescriptions developed
before [16,20,21].
Beyond the symmetric system C1, our calculations based on
the Frenkel model demonstrate reasonable and robust parameters
s, O, and e for the functionalized complexes C2 and C3 in vacuum,
as shown in Table 1. For the functionalized complexes, the
presence of one or two carboxyl groups on the bipyridine ligands
(mcb) breaks the degeneracy of excited states and strongly
stabilizes the energy of the states whose transition density is
mostly localized on the substituted mcb ligands [39], as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2(b) and (c). Nonetheless, for all three bands,
the results for both C2 and C3 produce values of s very close to the
coupling of C1. Such similarity in s values means that functionalization insigniﬁcantly affects the coupling between the ligands.
In all complexes, bands I and II are optically forbidden. The
ﬁrst two states in band III are the most optically active (shown in
bold in Table 1) and demonstrate the largest values of the interligand coupling s among all other low-energy transitions in
complexes we study. The interactions between the ligands for
excitations in band III are facilitated by the large transition dipole
moments which provide a stronger optical response compared to
that of bands I and II. Thus, the interaction parameter s of the
Frenkel model can successfully predict the energetics and optical
intensity of the low-energy excited states not only in pristine C1,
but also in the functionalized complexes. Below we show how all
three Frenkel parameters correlate with splitting patterns and
localization properties of low-energy excitations.
4.2. Transition orbitals and eigenvectors of the Frenkel Hamiltonian
In a previous work [39], we have demonstrated that each
excited state can be well-represented as an excitation between a
single dominant pair consisting of the occupied (hole) natural
transition orbital and the unoccupied (electron) natural transition
orbital. Thus, we can analyze the NTO localization properties
and compare them with the eigenfunctions of the Frenkel
Hamiltonian.
The ﬁrst band of electron NTOs for both pristine and functionalized complexes is shown in Fig. 3. Since the hole NTOs are
mainly located on the Ru atom [39], these do not vary from stateto-state and, therefore, are not shown. Each respective eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian is listed below the NTO in Fig. 3. The
eigenfunctions are represented in the ligand basis jligi S, where i
is the number of the ligand listed counterclockwise from the top.
For example, the third transition of C2 corresponds to the Frenkel
eigenfunction ð0:08,0:7,0:7Þ ¼ 0:08jlig1 S þ0:70jlig2 S þ0:70jlig3 S.
Counterclockwise from the top of the picture, the ﬁrst ligand is
mcb, while the other two are bpy. Therefore, the third transition
of band I of C2 is mostly localized on the un-substituted
bipyridines with a negligible contribution from the functionalized
mcb ligand, which is in excellent agreement with the electron
NTO of this state.
Overall, the predicted eigenfunctions correspond well to the
transition orbitals in Fig. 3. For all functionalized complexes, both
NTOs and Frenkel eigenfunctions demonstrate localization of the
lowest orbitals of band I on the mcb ligands with the higher energy
transitions localized on the un-substituted bipyridines. Figs. 2(b) and
(c) schematically explain this trend. The addition of the carboxyl,
a weak electron–donor, and methyl groups to the isolated bipyridine
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| lig

| lig

| lig

 (1, 0, − 1) +  (1, − 1, 0)

1 / 3 (1, 1, 1)

(−1, 0.06, 0.06)

1 / 2 (0, − 1, 1)

1 / 2 (−1, 1, 0)

(−0.7, − 0.7, 0.1)

(0.08, 0.7, 0.7)

(0.07, 0.07, 1)

Fig. 3. Electron natural transition orbitals (NTOs) for band I of excited states of C1 (a), C2 (b), and C3 (c) in vacuum. Each eigenfunction of the Frenkel Hamiltonian is shown
below the orbital in the basis of individual ligands. The ligands are labeled counterclockwise from the top, i.e., state jlig1 S is the top ligand, state jlig2 S is the lower left, and
jlig3 S is the lower right. The eigenspace of C1 is twofold degenerate and thus the ﬁrst two orbitals can be any linear superposition of the two vectors listed with
normalized coefﬁcients a and b. Frenkel eigenfunctions show the analogous distribution of the wavefunction density over ligands as NTOs obtained from TD-B3LYP
calculations.

ligand generally decreases the energy of the mcb ligand O by
a positive e. In these complexes, the mcb NTOs experience a stronger
decrease in energy when compared to NTOs localized on bpy ligands,
as followed from the solution to the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (3).
Such a trend is observed for all bands, including optically active band
III, and thus explains the red-shifts in the absorption spectra
of functionalized complexes C2 and C3 when compared to pristine
C1 [39].
Competition between the inter-ligand coupling s and diagonal
disorder e is an important factor in determining whether the
electron NTO is delocalized over all three ligands or localized on
just one or two. When their magnitudes are of different (similar)
order, the orbitals are localized (delocalized). From Table 1, s 5 e
by about one order of magnitude for bands I and II. Consequently,
mixing of orbitals between all three ligands is suppressed and
transition orbitals have a more localized character due to very
weak inter-ligand interactions. The localized character of excitations in bands I and II, including localization of the lower-energy
transitions on the mcb and higher energy transitions on one or
both of the bpy ligands, is clearly seen from electron NTOs of
complexes C2 and C3 presented in Fig. 4. In contrast to bands I
and II, the values of s and e are of the same order in band III.
Consequently, band III, as opposed to I and II, contains other
signiﬁcant orbitals (not shown) which exhibit a more delocalized
character. Thus a simple Frenkel model not only explains the redshifts in absorption spectra of functionalized Ru-complexes, but
also correctly predicts the localization/delocalization properties
of their low-energy excitations in vacuum.

4.3. Solvent effects
We have shown that the Frenkel model based on three
parameters (s, O and e) can describe both pristine and functionalized Ru-bipyridine complexes in vacuum. Here we analyze
results of this model when solvation effects are introduced. The
calculated absorption spectra of different Ru–polypyridine complexes are red-shifted in solution with respect to calculations in
vacuum [39,71–74] (e.g., the excited-state energies of C1–C3 have
red-shifts in solvent, Fig. 1). However, for functionalized complexes C2 and C3, the energy shift for transitions localized on mcb
and bpy ligands is much more pronounced, resulting in signiﬁcant
mixing and overlaps of the original bands I, II, and III. The redshift is largest for excitations localized on mcb ligands since those
are most effectively stabilized by the electron-withdrawing carboxyl groups. In contrast, the energies for excited states localized
on bpy ligands are not as signiﬁcantly affected by solvent. It is
possible to re-arrange the energies and reconstruct the original
Frenkel bands by matching the transition orbitals in solution to
their counterparts in vacuum. This matching, shown in Fig. 4 for
complexes C2 and C3, follows two sequential rules: (1) bright
states in solution are matched to bright states in vacuum based on
the magnitudes of their oscillator strengths and (2) remaining
states are matched based on similarities in electron and hole (not
shown) orbital symmetry and localization on speciﬁc ligands.
Note that a few excitations of C3 deviate from rule (2): the
orbitals in solution and their vacuum counterparts look slightly
different and are marked by dashed arrows in Fig. 4(b). This is
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Fig. 4. The ﬁrst nine unoccupied (electron) transition orbitals (NTOs) in vacuum and in solution for functionalized complexes C2 (a) and C3 (b). The top panel for each
respective complex represents NTOs obtained from TD-B3LYP calculations in vacuum, while the bottom panel shows their counterparts in solution. The arrows show the
redistribution of the Frenkel bands from vacuum to solvent. The colors of the arrows represent bands I (blue), II (red), and III (green). The green squares are around those
orbitals with oscillator strength Z 0:1. The dashed arrows connect pairs of NTOs which are not exactly alike in vacuum and solvent due to solvent effects. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

partly because the primary electron NTOs, which account for all of
the behavior of band I (as shown in Section 4.2), are not the only
signiﬁcant contributions to some excited states in solvent bands II
and III. If we take those secondary NTOs into account, the
resulting orbitals will be a better match with those in vacuum.
The resulting three bands and their parameters are shown in
Table 2 for all three complexes in solvent. For the symmetric
molecule C1, solvent slightly stabilizes all of its excited energies
while preserving the structure of the Frenkel bands obtained in
vacuum. A small exception is in band I, where the splitting
between the three excitations becomes insigniﬁcant due to
vanishing of the inter-ligand coupling (s¼0) so that excitation
energies of band I are threefold degenerate and equal to O (the
effective excitation energy of the isolated single ligand). Similar to
vacuum, the magnitude of coupling s increases for higher energy
bands II and III and has the maximum value for the optically
allowed band III for all three complexes. Large transition dipole
moments of the two lower-energy excitations in band III result in
more delocalized NTOs and stronger inter-ligand coupling. The
increase in s also results in a much larger splitting between the
transitions for higher energy bands, shown in Fig. 1. Note that the
coupling parameter s follows the same sign trends for all complexes as it does in vacuum with the exception of band III for C3,
which shows a limitation of the model, but does not hinder the
general consistency across all parameters.
There is a well noticed trend of signiﬁcant increase of e in
solvent when compared to those in vacuum. On one hand, large e
leads to a stronger stabilization (when compared to vacuum) of
energies of transitions completely or partially localized on mcb
ligands, as shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, increased
difference between absolute values of the inter-ligand coupling
s and e leads to a slightly more localized character of transition
orbitals in solvent (Fig. 4). Similar to vacuum calculations, two
low-energy transitions of band III are optically active and demonstrate stronger delocalization of their transition orbitals over all
ligands rather than being localized only on the mcb ligands, as is
the case in optically inactive bands I and II. Overall, the Frenkel

parameters for all three complexes are virtually as consistent
across all three complexes as they are in vacuum.

5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that a few parameter Frenkel exciton
model can accurately and consistently describe optical intensity,
localization properties, and splitting patterns of the low-energy
excited states of [Ru(bpy)3]2 þ as well as of its non-symmetrically
functionalized derivatives, [Ru(bpy)2(mcb)]2þ
and [Ru(bpy)
(mcb)2]2þ . Despite the substantial solvatochromism brought by the
solvent environment, the model still provides an accurate estimate of
the complexes’ behavior. In fact, our inter-ligand coupling parameter
for [Ru(bpy)3]2þ in vacuum and in solvent is in good agreement with
ones obtained from more involved models for this system [16,20,21].
The robustness of the model points to the relative importance of
inter-ligand coupling in these Ru(II) complexes in addition to other
effects, such as ligand functionalization, solvent, temperature, counter-ions, etc.
Despite its simplicity, results of the Frenkel exciton model
provide a better physical interpretation of TDDFT calculations of
optical properties of these compounds [39] as well as give a
detailed explanation of shifts experimentally observed in absorption spectra of Ru-complexes. In accordance with the model, nine
low-energy excitations are combined into three groups (bands) of
three, with the two lowest transitions in the third band being
optically allowed in all complexes we study. The optical intensity
of band III correlates with an increase in the inter-ligand coupling
parameter s. This parameter reﬂects an increase of the transition
dipole moments for these excitations. The experimentally
observed red-shift in absorption spectra of the complexes functionalized with carboxyl groups is explained by the energy
stabilization of the excitations partially localized on the ligands
with electron-withdrawing COOH groups. All effects of the
energy stabilization and splitting as well as localization properties
of the excitation follow directly from a solution of the
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relatively simple eigenvalue/eigenvector problem of the Frenkel
Hamiltonian.
The behavior of complexes described here has quite a general
appearance in transition-metal/multi-ligand dyes and multi-branched
polymers [32,33,35,52,53,55,58,75]. Therefore, the physics of photoexcitation in such systems is more linked to the symmetries of the
ligand ﬁeld rather than to particular environmental conditions or
elemental constituents of the respective structures. Thus, by applying
a simple Frenkel model and by appropriately calibrating the number
and types of ligands and the symmetry of the molecule, one can
theoretically predict the desired modiﬁcation required to amplify and
tune optical response or other applicable properties of the system.
The complexes described in this work are also a subject of
extensive experimental studies in the context of potential applications in photocatalysis and photovoltaic materials based on the
quantum dot/Ru-complex interface [8–10,29,30]. In these studies,
carboxyl functionalization of anchoring ligands is used to provide
a means for chemical and electronic binding of the Ru(II) complexes to the quantum dot. Both the robustness and simplicity of
the Frenkel exciton model will allow one to construct reduced
parameterized Hamiltonians for a large ensemble of interacting
chromophores and simulate photoinduced dynamics in such
systems, helping to optimize their efﬁciency as photo-electrochemical and photo-catalyst agents.
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